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LEGIONS OF ANGEL GABRIEL
These Messengers are Energies of Braveness, Acceptance and Commitment that interact
with human beings in several aspects, both material and spiritual, and that correctly
inserted in our interior, make any Walker be coherent, brave, and decisive.
This is, free of half-heartedness and blunders.
According to the Book of the 2000 pages, they are 44, as follows:
ABATOY, ABRACHAI, AMAEL, AMATOR, AMMASTIUS, AMISOR, AN, ANERETHON,
ANITER, ANSTON, ANTON, ASLITHE, BALDACH, BELUREOS, BLAKUTI,
CABUSTIRA, CERRETON, DAMAHII, ETHILSA, EMITES, EOS, ESCHERCE, GADAL,
ITUKALB, KARKAHITA, LAMIDOCH, LAYAMON, LEIRBAG, LUMECH, MAMONIEL,
MEOROD, MUZIEL, OR, PACOR, PANCIA, PONCOR, RIKOKIR, SCAVER, SILAT,
THEODONIEL, THINARMES, VELOAS, ZAZAY, and ZETACHIEL.
ABATOY: Name of one of the Angelic “Servants” of Angel Gabriel whose meaning
translated from Hebrew is “Want a Positive Tissue.”
This Virtue is called on when we want to learn very quickly and to obtain inner equilibrium,
generosity and wisdom.
Abatoy moves to act always in accordance with human or social laws and to be a virtuous
and logic example thanks to our experience and studies of a particular individual
philosophy. He is the Angel of Moral Observance.
ABRACHAI: Name of a Messenger whose Hebrew etymology is translated to English as
“Protective Wing of Life” and whose Energy is one of the Luminous Aspects of Angel
Gabriel.
When he reaches our soul he grants us the perception of what is correct, or on the
contrary, of what takes to failure.
He makes the human being aware that he is not on this Earth due to an error or as a blind
result of Nature, but to comply with his karma, or to finish what still hasn’t been completed.
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Abrachai takes us to the urgent obligation of helping our fellowmen with the aim that they
consider finished their “taint.”
He is the Angel of Brave Conscience, representing CONSCIENCE in one of the 36 Arcana
of the Tarot of the Ancient.
AMAEL: “Servant” Angel of the Virtue of Gabriel whose name is Hebrew and can be
translated as “Stick of God” or also “Cordial Finger of God.”
This Energy is called on with the purpose of opening people’s minds to new ideas and
proposals in aiding those most in need.
He also helps us to calm down the tormented spirits in the face of any kind of adversities.
Amael shows us who has a tendency to betray us, and also enlightens us so as not to
repeat our errors. He is the Angel of Tenacious Sacrifice.
AMATOR: Name of a Messenger whose translation from Assyrian (language spoken by
the ancient Syrians) is “Fiery Indignation.” This Energy is one of the Luminous Aspects of
Angel Gabriel.
When this Virtue touches our mind and heart with its delicate breath, it grants us motivation
and a sparkling mood, and makes us overcome laziness.
He also gives the necessary enthusiasm to attain success, not only for ourselves, as
because of our attitude we transform into a stimulus for people in our environment and for
our friends. He is the Angel of Brave Motivation.
AMMASTIUS: Name of one of the Angelic “Servants” of Gabriel whose name probably
comes from “amasius” in Latin, “Lover.”
This Virtue is called on to makes us knowledgeable about laws, and so, to know how to ask
for impartiality and justice (protection) against the defamation and false testimonies of
those who want to take possession of other’s belongings.
He also frees us of depressive moods and grants us, among other things, the gift of oratory
and a sound discernment. He is the Angel of Brave Political Trend.
AMISOR: “Servant” Angel of the Virtue of Gabriel whose name comes from Hebrew and
that can be translated as “Brave Honesty” or also “Brave Justice.”
This Energy is called on with the aim of Knowing the material laws that keep with the
spiritual laws.
Amisor grants a noble personality, dignity in our actions, ability to adapt, and makes the
meaning of our life be to transmute what is coarse into spiritual.
He also attracts serenity, protection of the innocent, and makes us knowers of truth. He is
the Angel of Love for Brave Justice.
AN: One of the Luminous Exhalations of Angel Gabriel whose name is translated from
Hebrew to English as “Where.”
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This Energy is called on to be pioneers in all that relates with agriculture, with production
in this industry, and to know how to share the prosperity derived from this with our closest
friends.
Really, all of us should appreciate the goods obtained from Mother Earth, and this Virtue
reminds us of it, granting fortune and abundance in these jobs so badly paid.
He is the Angel of Respect for Nature and its benefits.
ANERETHON: One of the multiple Energies that make up the Legions of Angel Gabriel.
His name is translated from Hebrew to English as “Humble Pot.”
This Luminous Virtue is called on to obtain the numerous Graces that God grants. It’s the
“master” of all the people that protect prisoners and fugitives that suffer unjust sentences,
of those that without asking for anything in return, help the needy, the poor, and the
hopeless.
He vibrates with pastel green and is called on at 7.00 to 8.00 AM, solar time. He is the
Angel of Consolidated Collaboration.
ANITER: Name of a Messenger whose Hebrew etymology is translated as “Complaint,
Deep Moan,” being one of the Luminous Aspects of Angel Gabriel.
When he touches us with his determined breath, he makes us able to exorcize everything
vague and abstract, impatience, adversity, injustice and lack of emotions. He is called on to
give us help in the face of adversity, and to improve our memory and intelligence. He is the
Angel of Praiseworthy Activity.
ANSTON: Name of one of the Luminous Energies that emanate from Angel Gabriel. Its
etymology comes from the Hebrew root ANS-, “To Fine.”
When his Power is nested in the interior of a human being, he gives him an organized
mind, what is necessarily translated in a person with balanced actions, sharp speech and
attentive to the decisions of others so as to take all the advantage for the benefit of
Humanity.
This Energy exorcises chaos and half-heartedness. He is the Angel of Committed Order.
ANTON: We haven’t found a reliable translation for this name, although it seems to be a
contraction of the Latin name Antonio. In this sense, Anton would be translated as
“Invaluable.”
He is one of the “Servant” Messengers of Gabriel and when he impregnates our soul, our
interior, he makes follow correctly the guidelines that due to Commitments we have
accepted on material and spiritual grounds, granting us a strong character for these tasks,
but with adequate precautions so as not to make any mistakes. He is the Angel of the
Constant Mystic Personality.
ASLITHE: Name of a Luminous Messenger whose Hebrew root ASL- means “Illusion,
Chimera”; when he touches our heart with his divine breath, he makes us unusually calm
when it seems that everything collapses around us; he gives us peace in the face of the
nervousness of others and makes us warm hearted in the fights that might happen in our
surroundings.
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He vibrates with pastel mauve and the perfume of rosin. He is the Angel of the Living
Calmness.
BALDACH: One of the Luminous Exhalations of Angel Gabriel. His name comes from
Hebrew and is translated as “Messenger who Destroys.”
This Energy is called on to banish the feeling of loneliness, the helplessness and the
sorrow that causes any class of traumatic separation, be it divorce, of friendship, kinship or
mystic, granting happiness and peace to overcome the depression caused by these
reasons. He is the Angel of the Calm Separation.
BELUREOS: One of the “Servant” Virtues of the Guardian Angel Gabriel (in the North)
whose name comes from Hebrew and is translated as “Bitting of a Key.” We will also say
it might come from Cannanean, being translated then as “Golden Bel” (Bel, Babylonian
god, and –ureos, “golden” or made of gold.)
When we are able to connect with this Virtue, it invests us with serenity, equilibrium,
harmony, moderation, self-control and patience, with the purpose of radiating these virtues
to others so as to steady them emotionally, professionally and materially.
This way, we are transformed into the key of the charisma that positively influences others.
He is the Angel of Peaceful Strength.
BLAKUTI: One of the Luminous Exhalations that is emanated from Angel Gabriel. This
name comes from Hebrew and is translated as “Devastate, Plunder.”
This Energy is called on to remove the remorse or uneasiness we might have due to our
own unjust actions.
We must always think that to live in peace, we should first know how to forgive ourselves. If
we make a mistake, we should meditate on our attitude and firmly decide not to repeat it,
with the same person, in the same circumstance, or with other people. Afterwards, let’s
forgive ourselves and also apologize for such a deplorable attitude. He is the Angel of
Brave Peace.
CABUSTIRA: The name of this Angel comes from the Hebrew root CABS- and means
“Nausea.”
He is one of the “Servant” Messengers of Gabriel and when he impregnates our soul, our
interior, he makes us be sober, moderate and decided in the face of any situation, not
letting us be negatively influenced.
Cabustira entitles us to be genuine spokesmen in the face of conflicts, defending the true
causes and hating the violent ones.
He also grants us the gift of pacifying revolts and improving other’s behaviours. He is the
Angel of Committed Friendship.
CERRETON: Name of one of the Luminous Energies that emanate from Angel Gabriel. Its
etymology comes from Hebrew and means “Flow through the Opening.”
When his Power is found in the human interior, he makes us powerful to stop evil, quick in
the help for those who need it and capable of great sacrifices in selfless acts of kindness.
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This Virtue exorcises excessive ambitions and the use of personal power with unlawful
purposes. He is the Angel of Committed Intuition.
DAMAHII: Name of a Messenger whose Hebrew etymology is translated to English as
“Resemble Her.” His Energy is one of the Luminous Aspects of Angel Gabriel.
When he reaches our souls, he grants us Compassion, God’s Grace and the gift of
“understanding” things.
He makes us be sparing with the judgments we might say about the errors of those who
surround us, always, so as to let us boost our evolution day to day.
He always grants us the virtue for a noble personality to prevail in us, being loyal
companions and friends which others can trust. He is the Angel of Generosity in
Reconciliation.
ETHILSA: Name of one of the Luminous Energies that emanate from Angel Gabriel. Its
root comes from Hebrew and is translated as “Attention given to who runs too much
and is dirty.”
When his Strength is nested in the interior of a human being, he makes him have a
tendency to study esoteric sciences and unconventional philosophies; to be powerful in
magic and mystic pleas, fighting against materialism through these pleas with the aim of
improving human existence.
Anyway, we must be very careful with these actions and be coherent: any abuse could
make the actions subdue us transforming our life in a pure ritual where everyday habits
would tend to disappear. He is the Angel of the Persevering Imagination.
EMITES: One of the names of the “Servant” Angels of Gabriel that is translated from
Hebrew as “Really Strong.”
When this sublime Energy touches our soul, it grants us a vigorous personality, it makes us
fight for the great ideals, and makes us masters in the art of discernment and peace. It also
makes us adapt to any situation, be it as negative as could be, and to learn from it. He is
the Angel of Intellectuality and Study.
EOS: This Angelic Energy gives us the necessary Braveness to face up to the reality of
suffering a terminal illness (or that others suffer it).
He is the strength that makes us stay upright, without going to pieces sentimentally, so as
to be able to access with calmness in the face of this critical moment, necessary for
reintegrating into Oneness, the real Life.
His name comes from Greek and is translated as “East,” “Dawn.” In mythology it’s related
with Goddess Aurora (Eos). He is the Angel of Healthy Strength.
ESCHERCE: A curious Energy that makes up the list of the Legions of Gabriel. Its name
comes from Hebrew and means “Tie the buckle,” “Tie up the buckle.”
He is called on to obtain peace through the knowledge of truth; to attract wisdom and the
revelation of hidden mysteries. Those who awake this Virtue in their interior, have a great
paranormal power and inspiration to control esoteric sciences.
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Rulers of the obscure sciences to be able to counteract them through goodness and Light.
He is the Angel of Faith in Braveness, and also one of the 36 Arcana of the Tarot of the
Ancient, being the Energy of Faith.
GADAL: One of Gabriel’s “Servant” Angels whose name is translated from Hebrew as
“Great of God.”
If we are able to bring him to our interior and to take communion with his Energy, he opens
our mind to understand him and take communion with him.
In the same sense, he lets us understand that when we freely accept an agreement or a
commitment, we also abide by a firm sense of obedience to the initiatic rules that we have
contracted voluntarily and without coercion, something we should take into account without
being capricious. He is the Angel of Brave Obedience.
ITUKALB: One of the Luminous Exhalations that comes from Angel Gabriel. Its name
comes from Hebrew and is translated as “Acknowledges the Heart easily.”
This Energy is called on to attract spirituality, but with your feet firmly on the ground; to look
at the horizon but with your mind set on the stars.
It also puts our attention on the opportunities that life provides us in the form of logical risks.
Itukalb helps us accept and get around those “hazards” that are, definitely, the keys to our
success in any venture. He is the Angel of Brave Life.
KARKAHITA: The name of this Angel comes from Hebrew and means “Dark room.” He is
one of the “Servant” Messengers of Gabriel that when is impregnated in our soul, in our
interior, makes us a good hearted and reliable person, and correct in everything we
undertake; full of understanding and altruistic.
This Energy exorcizes the lack of understanding, excessive secrecy, the lack of
imagination, the lack of self-confidence, the lack of flexibility and the inaccuracies and
mistakes in personal daily choices.
The Virtue of Karkahita takes away these inharmonious obscurities from our surroundings
and our environment. He is the Angel of the Regeneration of Morals.
LAMIDOCH: One of the names of the “Servant” Angels of Gabriel whose name is
translated from Hebrew as “Student in practice.”
When his sublime Energy touches our heart, it makes us just, benevolent and gifted with
compassion and equilibrium.
He also makes us be respectful with the Laws of the Universe, making us consider the
word “destiny” as a synonym of renewal and change. He transforms us into messengers of
peace, restorers of the Divine Order, and strongholds of the Re-evolution. He is the Angel
of Strengthened Love.
LAYAMON: Name of a Messenger whose Hebrew etymology is translated as “The Day
will come,” and whose Energy is one of the Luminous Aspects of Angel Gabriel.
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When he touches with his firm breath our mind and heart, he makes us be alert, attentive
in the quest for Truth, balanced in our interior and knowers of the enormous potential we
have to protect ourselves in the astral level, as we have a subtle spirituality and inspiration.
He is the Angel of the Brave Spiritual Fire.
LEIRBAG: One of the Luminous Exhalations of Angel Gabriel. This name comes from
Hebrew and is translated as “Infinite Food” or “Never-ending Delicacy.” As a curiosity,
it’s the name of Gabriel reversed.
This Energy is called on to fill the aura with peace and to reflect honesty through nobility,
authority and reputation.
He makes us loyal to our promises and oaths, giving us loyalty, frankness, honour,
diligence, courage, perseverance and constancy. He is the Angel of Harmonious
Commitments.
LUMECH: This incomparable Virtue, adequately called on, grants moderation in the art of
speech, self-control, patience and equilibrium between the spiritual and the material world.
The people “touched” by this Angel of the Legions of Gabriel are gifted with intelligence,
imagination, maturity and control over their ego; they are harmonious with their families and
friends, gaining everyone’s respect in those environments.
His name comes from Hebrew and is translated to English as “Is Poor.” He is the Angel of
Strengthened Patience and his Energy vibrates with strong orange.
MAMONIEL: This Angelic Energy grants us the gift of propagating new and surprising
ideas, he facilitates our discovery of secrets and symbols of Nature and its powers; to find
the reason for our existence when we sometimes lose faith; and specially, he provides us
with the necessary patience and the ability to timely restore it.
His name comes from Hebrew and is translated as “Educated by God’s Hand.” He is the
Angel of Optimum Sensibility.
MEOROD: One of the Angels that belong to the Legions of Gabriel whose Hebrew name
means “Pressure, Hurry” or also “Affable.”
If we are able to bring him to our interior and take communion with him, he will grant us a
great inventiveness and the ability to propagate favourable ideas daily that will bring us to
good end. This impeccability in daily tasks can also bring about our relevance and success
by cause of our actions.
The Virtue of Meorod provides optimum abilities, success and stability both at a spiritual
and a financial level. He protects against pride, defamation, adversities, and helps us
overcome our weaknesses. He is the Angel of Brave Happiness.
MUZIEL: One of the Angels that belong to the Legions of Gabriel whose name in Hebrew
means “Exporter of God.”
If we are able to bring him to our interior and take communion with him, he makes us live
every day in a very special way, making us active, just and worthy of promotion in our
occupations.
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The rising of the soul that this Virtue grants also affords us calmness and good judgment
in the face of adversities. Muziel also helps us understand very easily all the situations that
life puts before us, granting us the gift of strength in our commitments. He is the Angel of
Vigour in Commitments.
OR: Name of one of the Angels that make up the Legions of Angel Gabriel whose
translation from Hebrew means “Light, Fire, Gold.”
When this curious Energy awakens our conscience, it shows us the true and very special
Mystic Path we should follow because of our karma, or in other words, the Mystic Branch in
which we should position ourselves.
He is the Angel of Committed Service, which vibrates with red and white, joined but not
mixed.
PACOR: This matchless Virtue of the Legions of Gabriel, if we know how to call on it
adequately, grants equilibrium in our individual instincts, solid initiatives and perseverance.
It shows us the guidelines of a transparent existence full of happiness, making us behave in
a perceptive and balanced manner, which will make our initiatives be successful.
Its name comes from Hebrew and is translated to English as “Crossed, Tight.” He is the
Angel of Brave Action.
PANCIA: One of the Luminous Exhalations that emanate from Angel Gabriel. Its name
comes from Hebrew and is translated as “Doubt, Hesitate.”
This Energy is called on to reject competitiveness and quarrels. We must always consider
that difficult moments happen with the only purpose of making us grow.
Pancia grants us the knowledge necessary to understand and do the most difficult tasks or
processes, filling us with charisma and magnetism. He is the Angel of Brave Tenacity.
PONCOR: Angel of the Legions of Gabriel whose name comes from Hebrew and is
translated as “Hesitate in the Measure.”
If we are able to bring him to our heart, he makes us be generous, work in the public
interest, compassionate, tactful, and clever to grasp the thoughts of the people that
surround us.
This Virtue is called on as a protection for our good name and fortune. It is also called on in
case of vocational doubts or to discover new paths on this particular. He is the Angel of
Brave Openness.
RIKOKIR: Name of one of the Angels that make up the Legions of Gabriel and whose
translation from Hebrew means “Hollow Wall,” “Empty Wall.”
When this curious Energy “touches” our conscience it makes us great transmuters,
protecting and encouraging the people that surround us with new ideas and ideals.
It grants us sympathy, kindness, enthusiasm and the virtue of pronouncing in a controlled
manner what we think without disguise or doubtful manners.
It also makes us forgive sensibly and without hard feelings those who try to harm us.
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This Messenger is usually called on to have a good memory and retention. He is the
Angel of Brave Deeds and of clear memories.
SCAVER: Name of one of the Angels that make up the Legions of Gabriel whose
translation from Hebrew means “Abide by Shortage.”
When we are “touched” by this curious Energy we will be more Conscious; we will have a
discreet personality, we will be strong, sagacious, spiritual and happy in our interior. It will
also grant us the blessing of knowing how to put ourselves in the place of others to better
understand them.
It is also called on to favour our fellowmen making them, in the manifestation of their
spirituality, have brotherly and merciful feelings towards the abandoned people.
The Virtue of Scaver also grants us the adequate charisma for a better relationship with the
opposite sex. He is the Angel of the Committed Luminosity.
SILAT: Name of a Messenger whose Hebrew translation means “High Spell.” His Energy
is one of the Luminous Aspects of Angel Gabriel.
When he touches our mind and heart with his determined breath, he makes us harmonious
in our personality, balancing what is spiritual and material. He also grants us a bright vision
of the world that surrounds us and its laws to be able to advance in what we propose
ourselves.
His Virtue grants that we follow the impulse of our heart, and with intuition, to be and
behave humbly so as to be able to transmit our knowledge and wisdom acquired on our
Path. He is the Angel of Vocational Progress.
THEODONIEL: One of the names that, according to the Book of Samahel, make up the
Legions of Angel Gabriel. It has a Hebrew etymology and means “God judges its
Theophany.”
Its name (convened through a particular prayer) is used to boost the healing and positive
effect of medicinal plants.
He is also begged upon to increase intuition, to know how to “see” and interpret Nature,
and to attain boldness in the activities related with Medicine in all its aspects. He is the
Angel, of course, of Medicine that abides by natural principles.
TINARMES: This Angelic Energy grants us the necessary braveness to decipher the
symbolic messages and revelations. It favours the manifestation of the unconscious
through slight details by way of music, ballet, literature, philosophy and everything related
with the Arts.
He is convened to generate a deep friendship and to understand the spiritual sciences. He
is the Angel of Spiritualist Beauty. His name comes from Hebrew and means “Hard, heavy
Rock.”
VELOAS: Angel of the Legions of Gabriel whose name comes from Hebrew and is
translated as “Hope so.”
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When we are able to bring him to our heart, he grants us a great common sense
manifested in every aspect of our life through prudence, wisdom and dignity.
Veloas is called on to overcome chaotic situations thanks to the Luminous ideas that can
appear suddenly; also to exorcise insecurity, shyness and mental or psychic ruin. He is the
Angel of Strengthened Calmness.
ZAZAY: One of the names that according to the Book of Samahel make up the Legions of
Angel Gabriel.
Its etymology is unclear and we are afraid we can’t provide a clear translation.
Nevertheless, I’ve taken the liberty to propose a concept that is similar phonetically; it’s Tsitsai, a cabbalistic term used in China centuries before the Hebrew cabbalists adopted other
terms from Chaldea and Egypt.
In this sense, the term Tsi-tsai would mean “The Existing on its own.” Zazay helps us free
ourselves from our internal enemies, that are sometimes worse than those we consider our
external enemies; he also grants us clarity of expression in the face of opponents,
inspiration in prayers and speeches, and enhances the mystic feelings and meditation.
He is the angel of Brave and Efficient Action.
ZETACHIEL: Curious Luminous Energy that according to the Book of the 2000 pages,
belongs to the Legions of Angel Gabriel.
Its name comes from Hebrew and is translated to English as “Arrogant Chamber.” Those
who are able to attract this Light to their interior (with the condition that they have freed
themselves from pride and the ego) will be gifted with great spiritual power, and also power
of discernment and maturity.
Zetachiel is called on to acquire analytical intelligence and to find specific answers within
the concepts that different religions offer us, to be able to understand why and how the
world and man’s reality is as it is. He is the Angel of Strengthened Power.

